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Abstract 

Ion Beam Induced Charge Collection (IBICC) and Time Resolved IBICC (TRU3ICC) techniques W E r I  were 

for imaging electronic properties of Cadmium Zinc Telluride (CZT) room temperature radiation detectors. 

The detectors were bombarded with a scanned 5.4 MeV He microbeam and the detector response was 

analyzed at each point. The electron mobility (k) and lifetime (TJ, and charge collection efficiency maps 

were calculated fiom the data. In order to determine the radiation damage to the detectors, the signal 

deterioration was measured as the function of dose. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years CZT has become over other semiconductors a leading candidate as a radiation detector 

material. CZT has many advantages, such as high intrinsic resistivity (-10'' Qcm), high absorption cross 

section forXand y rays, and it operates at room temperature. This latter feature makes CZT very attractive. 

Without the expensive and cumbersome cryogenic system, CZT spectrometers can be lightweight, even 

hand-held, and operated unattended for an exqended period of time. Using small CZT detectors (a few 

mm*), gamma ray imaging arrays can be built with spectroscopic capabilities. The availability of 

inexpensive, portable X-ray and y-ray spectrometers would allow for a large range of new medical, 

industrial, environmental, and scientific applications. However, the price of presently available CZT 

detectors is quite high due to the low manufacturing yield. This low manufacturing yield is due to the 

presence of impurities and defects introduced during the crystal growth and at various stages during 

detector fabrication. Therefore, it is important to understand how these defects and impurities affect the 

performance of these detectors. In addition, identifying regions on the wafer that are suitable for detector 

fabrication prior to fabrication would lower the cost. #- 
.K* 

Several groups have tested CZT detectors using high energy a partides from radioactive sources. In a 

recent experiment Brunett et al. [l] mapped the charge collection efficiency and leakage current of CZT 

detectors by moving the detector under a collimated a particle beam. These data allowed them to calculate 

electron mobility, lifetime and resistivity maps. Using a nuclear microbeam, the same measurements can be 

accomplished with much higher resolution and perhaps provide more insight into defect structures. 

IBICC was originally developed to study damage to microelectronic devices [2, 3,4, 51 and TRlBICC 

[6] was developed to extend the capabilities of IBICC in the same field. However, a semiconductor detector 

is just a simple microelectronic device. Its response to radiation - which is its main function - can be 

studied the same way as in integrated circuits. By performing IBICC and TRZBICC measurements, the 

spatial distribution of the electronic transport properties (such as charge carrier mobility and lifetime) of the 

detector can be calculated. Recently Bogdanovic et al. [7l studied collection efficiency, incomplete charge 

collection and polarization effects in different semiconductor detectors using IBICC with a proton 

microbeam. 
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2.Ewerimental methods 

We used the Sandia microbeam [8] facility to characterize CZT detectors. This facility is still based 

upon the same magnetic quadrupole doublet lens (of the Martin design) with electrically isolated pole tips 

for electrostatic scanning of the b& spot on target, but has undergone significant upgrades in other areas. 

The entire beam line and target chamber are now mounted on a vibration isolation table, the object to 

aperture slit distance has been increased from 1.4 to 4 meters and a new system of apertures and slits was 

installed. The new system routinely achieves submicron beam spot diameters for IBICC applications. 

The CZT detectors (3 mm x 3 mm x 2 mm spectroscopy and counter grade crystals from eV Products) 

were irradiated with 5.4 MeV cc and 4 MeV proton microbeams of 4 pm diameter, scanned over -10,000- 

40,000 p2 areas with 512 step resolution in both x and y directions. Because of the low number of 

detected ions per pixel the data were compressed to 64x64 maps. Beam currents were maintained between 

200 and 1000 particles per second for the IBICC measurements. The charge induced by each individual 

ion strike was collected at a detector electrode, integrated by a charge-sensitive preamplifier, and sent 

through a pulse-shaping amplifier into our PC-based multi-channel analyzer system,. This system has been 

described elsewhere [9, 101. These IJ3ICC.pulse height spectra were used to determine spatial distribution 

of the charge collection efficiency, the p-r (mobilityliietime) product of electrons, and to study the damage 

to the detectors as the function of dose. 

L -  

The electron lifetime and transit time distributions were determined from the TRIBICC measurements. 

The Sandia system for time-resolved IBICC is described more fully elsewhere [6]; only a brief description 

will be given here. Since the bandwidth of the charge sensitive preamplifier is large, the output of the 

preamplifier is a close approximation to the induced charge on the contacts of the detector as a function of 

time [l]. In our TRIBICC measurements on these detectors we digitize and store the current transient 

output of the preamplifer for each individual ion strike using a fast., computer-controlled Tektronix 680B 

digital oscilloscope (1 GHz analog equivalent). For these particular measurements, we digitized and stored 

50011s of the transient with Ins time resolution. Beam damage effects and multiple ion-strikes are virtually 

eliminated by the use of a high-speed (<200 ns) ondemand beam deflector to remove the beam from the 

target during the relatively long period (-0.1s) of time the system takes to process and store each transient. 
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Thus each recorded transient is the result of a single ion strike at that particular point in the scan. The 

TRlBICC scans were done with at most 64x64 point spatial resolution due to the slower data acquisition. 

3.  Results 

3.1 Charge collection efjiciency measurements 

The detectors used in these measurements were planar detectors having gold contacts on the opposite 

sides of the CZT crystal. The induced charge on the contacts is given by the Hecht equation [ll, 121 

where No is the number of electron-hole pairs created, e is the elementary charge, d is the distance between 

the contacts of the detector (detector thickness), Ae and Ab are the electron and hole drift lengths, and x, and 

xf, are the distances the electrons and holes have to travel. In this experiment 5.4 MeV alpha particles were 

impinging on the negative contact of the detector. Since the range of these alpha particles is very short, 

most of the electron-hole pairs were generated very close to the negative electrod&(in the top 20 pm layer). 

Therefore, the distance the holes have to travel is practically zero, while the electrons have to travel the 

_I- 

/- 

whole width of the detector. Under these conditions Eq. (1) reduces to the single carrier Hecht equation 

[ll]: 

Usingquation (2) we can calculate the electron drift length for each point on the sample. Furthermore, if 

we assume a constant electric field throughout the sample and locally homogenous material, the carrier 

drift lengths can be expressed by the transport parameters of the material, and the applied electric field: 

where ,u is the carrier mobility, Tis the canier lifetime (or average drift time), V is the applied bias voltage, 

and i refers to either electrons or holes. Substituting (3) into (2) the bias dependence of the collected charge 

is: 
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Figure l a  shows the collected charge dependence on the bias voltage for a spectroscopy grade detector. 

Eq. (3) was fitted to the data points using (p& and a multiplication constant (that converts Noe to ADC 

channels) as fitting parameters. For every bias voltage the electron drift length was calculated, then using a 

linear fit we obtained the value of (pqC. The two values, (p&=(6.50+ 0.l6)x1O4 cm2N from the nonlinear 

fit and (p&=(6.72& O.08)x1O4 cm2N from the linear fit agree within error and are in the same range as 

other measurements, although they are somewhat lower than average. Figure lb  shows the (j& map of a 

90x90pmz scanned area. Both fits (peak channel vs. bias voltage and drift length vs. bias voltage) were 

applied to the maps. The results were the same within errors. Figure lb shows the peak channel vs. bias fit. 

(pQC seems more or less uniform apart from somewhat higher values in the lower left comer and a “hole” 

in the bottom of the scanned area. The surface of the detector seemed d o r m  under the microscope, 

therefore, we have to assume that some imperfection in the crystal causedJhe~’“ho1e” in the (p& , 

distribution. On counter grade (poorer) detectors we usually observed mdre non-uniformity. 

L -  

3.2 Transition time and lifetime determination from the TRIBICC measurements 

The peak channel vs. bias curve allows us to calculate the (p& product, but it is not possible to calculate 

the carrier mobility and lifetime independently from these data. Analyzing the time dependence of the 

output of a charge sensitive preamplifier signal will allow us to calculate the carrier mobility and lifetime 

independently. Ignoring the effects of charge detrapping and the contribution of the holes, the voltage on 

the output of the preamplifier can be described by the following equation [13]: 

v(t) = 

V t <to 

t o I t < T , + t o  

T , + t o r t  

(5 )  
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where Yo is the offset voltage of the preamplifier, V ,  is proportional to the measured charge, to is the time 

of interaction, 7 is the electron lifetime, and T, is the transition time of electrons. Since the beam is 

impinging on the negative contact, the collection of holes occurs very quickly, and only contributes very 

little to the beginning of the signal. By fitting the preamplifier signal, the lifetime and transit time can be 

calculated. Figure 2a shows a typical TRlBICC signal from a CZT detector with its fit. Figure 2b and 2c 

show the 2D lifetime and transit time maps for 4 MeV proton beam Mobility can be calculated from the 

transit time knowing the detector thichess and bias voltage assuming a constant electric field and 

homogenous materials properties. The average lifetime from the map is 2=55k -4 11s and the average transit 

time is T,=118f 3 ns. The applied bias was 200 V and the detector thickness was 2 mm. The calculated 

average mobility is ~ 1 6 9 5 4 - 4 4  cm2Ns, which gives p ~ ( 0 . 9 3 & 0 . 0 7 )  x104 cm2N. This value is 

considerably smaller than the one calculated fiom the bias dependence, but it is still in the acceptable range. 

The reason for Uis discrepancy is not clear yet and is subject to M e r  investigation 

.̂' 
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3.4 Damage studies 

There have been several radiation damage studies carried out for CZT detectors. A recent overview of 

these studies can be found in [14]. In the reGewed experiments the detectors were irradiated with 1-200 

MeV protons, fission neutrons, and 5 MeV a particles. Significant performance degradation was found 

above 10" particles/cm2 dose for protons and a particles. In our experiment we irradiated a counter grade 

and a spectroscopy grade detector with a 5.4 MeV a particle beam scanned over a 90x90 pm2 area Figure 

3a shows the averaged peak position and the standard deviation dependence on the accumulated dose for 

the spectroscopy grade detector. After a slower decrease of the peak height the decrease becomes almost 

linear. At 4x10'' dcm2 the loss in peak height is about 28%. The width of the peak (standard deviation) 

surprisingly decreases at ftrst, then quickly increases with the accumulated dose reaching 500% of the 

initial peak width. Figure 3b shows the median peak height map after 4x10'' ohm2 dose. From the figure it 

is obvious that the scanned area was not uniformly damaged. The damage is uniform in a larger central 

square, but there is much less damage on the edges, specially on the lower and upper edges. That explains 

the large increase in the peak width. The qualitative explanation of the increased damage is as follows: the 
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beam spot size was about 0.5x0.5 pm2 and the scanned area was 90x90 pm2 using 512x512 scans. 

Obviously the scans overlapped except for small bands on the sides. Therefore, the damage is less at the 

edges. Tlie scan overlaps does not explain completely the effect, since the scan overlap would produce onIy 

a 0.5 pm wide band (with 0.5 p beam spot) while the non uniformly damaged region extends as far as 12 

pm as shown in Figure 3c. This phenomenon is currently under investigation and a detailed analysis wil l  be 

published elsewhere [15]. 

The same experiment was carried out on a counter grade detector. The results are shown in Figure 3d. 

W i l e  the spectroscopy grade detector suffered only 13% peak height loss after 3 ~ 1 0 ' ~  dcm' dose, the 

peak height loss of the counter grade detector is more, about 30%. Presumably, this is a function of the 

number of defects in the detector material. 

4. summalv 

We have demonstrated that the nuclear microbeam is a usefid tool to study the transport properties of 

semiconductor radiation detectors. Using IBICC and TRIBICC measurements t h y r i a l s  properties of 

these detectors can be measured and high resolution maps of these properties & be obtained. Performance 

degradation of the detectors was found for larger than 10" dcm2 doses. It was shown that the increase of 

the peak width is partially due to the non-uniform damage of the scanned area. Counter grade detectors 
- _  

were found to be more easily damageable than spectroscopy grade detectors. In the f u i e  we will try to 

correlate insufficient clwge collection areas to c~ystal imperfection determined by other methods. 
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Figure captions 

Fig. 1 

(a) Peak height and drift length vs. bias voltage. Solid triangles (A) represent the pulse peak height 

(median), and solid squares (m) represent the corresponding drift length calculated from the position 

independent Hecht equation. The solid and the dashed lines are the fits to the pulse height and drift length, 

respectively. The calculated values of (p-&are (6.5Mo.16) x104 cm2N for the pulse height fit and 

(6.72M.08) x104 cm2N for the drift length fit (b) (J.vT)~ distribution in cm2N across the scanned area 

(90x90pn2) calculated from the peak height fit for each point (64x64) 

Fig. 2 

(a) An example TRTBICC signal (0) with its fit (solid line). (b) 2D lifetime map across the scanned area. (c) 

2D &sit time map of the scanned area. The mobility can be calculated from the &it time using 

pdZn/T,. 
,_.. _.-- 

.c 

Fig. 3 

(a) Peak position and peak width vs. accumulated dose. Solid triangles (A) represent the pulse height 

(median) and solid squares (m) represent the peak width (standard deviation). The lines are drawn to guide 

the eye. (b) 2D map of the peak height (median) after 4x10'' dcm2 dose. The peak shift is significantly 

greater in the central area than at the edges. (c) Projection of the 2D map of peak height to Y axis at several 

doses. The damage (peak height shift) increases starting from the edges to about 12 pm and then in remains 

constant in the central area. (d) Relative peak height position vs. accumulated dose for a spectroscopy (A) 

and a counter grade detector (a). The rate of peak shift is significantly larger for the counter grade detector 

than for the spectroscopy grade detector. 
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Figures 2a-2c 
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Figures 3a-b 
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Figures 3cd 
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